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The first paper of this series(2) concerned itself mainly with closure

operations on a lattice. This paper applies these results to the global structure

theory of a faithful ring and its modules.

A ring P is called faithful if aR = 0 implies a = 0. Let £ (£') be the lattice

of right (two-sided) ideals of P, and fJ"'= {A; AE£l, AC\Al = 0, A=A"}.

The set ff" becomes a Boolean algebra with the obvious definition of the

union operation. In case fJ" is complete, P is called a restricted ring. Being

complete, JF" induces a closure operation/ on £ and £'. It is shown that if/

is homogeneous, then there exist irreducible rings Ai such that 2Zi ^4,:£P

E^2* Ai, where 23 (53*) designates the discrete (full) direct sum and At

is a universal extension ring of Ai. A reducible ring is shown to be restricted,

where P is reducible if and only if for every pair A, B of ideals of P with zero

intersection, there exist ideals A'~)A and B'~)B also with zero intersection

such that ,4."HP'* = 0.

Modules of a faithful ring are studied in the fourth section. It is shown

that every suitably restricted closure operation on £ induces a closure opera-

tion on 91c, the lattice of submodules of a P-module M. If lA, A £P, designates

the annihilator of A in M, then it is shown in the fifth section that 3C = {lA;

AE$"} is a Boolean algebra.

In the final two sections, it is assumed that the ring P and the P-module

M have the property that for every nonzero element x in P or M there exists

a nonzero AE£ such that xa^O ior every nonzero aEA. It is shown that

P is restricted, and that every A in £ (9TC) has a unique maximal essential

extension A' (A*). For the closure operation 5 on £ so defined, \7" is proved

to be the center of the lattice £*, and similarly for 3C in 9TC'. Imbedding M

in its unique minimal injective extension M, it is proved that the lattice 9K'

is isomorphic to the lattice of principal right ideals of the centralizer C of P

over M. If 5 is atomic, 6 is a full direct sum of primitive rings with minimal

right ideals.

1. Faithful rings. If P is a ring, then £(P)(£'(P)) will designate the

lattice of all right (two-sided) ideals of P. We shall upon occasion write £

or £' if the ring in question is obvious. For each subset A of P, A1 (Ar) will
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designate the left (right) annihilator of A in R. Clearly ^4r££ for every

A ER, and ArE£l if .4££. The mapping lr:A—>Alr is a closure operation on

both £ and £'.

A ring R will be called (left) faithful if Rl = 0. One could define right faith-
ful rings analogously. We shall investigate in this section the general proper-

ties of faithful rings. Thus each ring R considered in this section is assumed

to be faithful.

The ideals S of R for which S' = 0 play an important part in our discus-

sion. Let us designate by 3(P) the set of all such ideals. By assumption,

RE3(R); and if S, P£3(P), then 5P£3(P). Thus it is evident that 3(i?) is a
(not necessarily complete) sublattice of £l(R).

If AE£(R), A is called prime [10, §2] if and only if

rS C A,    for    r £ R    and    5 £ 3(R), implies r £ A.

We shall designate by £P(R) the set of all prime right ideals of R. It is proved

in (FI, §5) that pEC%,(£) and that p^lr.

If A E£P(R) and B is the bound of A, so that B is the largest ideal of R

contained in A, then BE£P(R) also. Thus, if rSEP for some rER and

S£3(P), then (r)SEB and (r)EA, where (r) designates the ideal of R gen-

erated by r. Clearly, then, (r)EB and BE£V(R)- Consequently, for each

AE£L(R), A*E£l(R) and pEC°m(£'). It is easily seen that for AE£'(R),

A » = R if and only if A £ 3(i?).
We shall need to consider those ideals of R that as rings are faithful. We

separate such ideals into three classes as follows:

5(R) = {A; A E £'(R),A C\Al = 0\,

5'(R) = {A;A,A>E5(R)},

$"(R) = {A; A E3(R),A = A"}.

Clearly 5"(R)E$'(R) E5(R). Also

AlEAr,       AEA1' for each A £ S(R).

It is evident that 0, RE$"(R), that 3(R)E&(R), and that if A E&(R) then
A£3(A") and Al&r"(R). Also

A C\ B = 0 if and only if AB = 0;       A £ £(R) and B £ $(R).

If rER, SEZ(R), and AE^(R), and if rSEA1, then rASEAC\Al = 0 and
rA =0. Thus r£^', and we conclude that AlE£p(R)- In particular, 5"(R)

E£"(R).

1.1. Lemma. If AE£l(R) and BE^(R), then (Ar\B)lr\B=AT\B.

Proof. Clearly (AC\ByC\BDA>r\B. Since [(AC\B)ir\B]ABE [(AC\B)1
C\B](Ar\B)=0, wc have [(Ar\B)inB]AEBT\B = 0. Hence (AC\Byr\B
EAlC\B, and 1.1 is proved.
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If, in 1.1, also A&r(R), then (Ar\B)T\(Ar\B) =Ar\AT\B = 0, and
Ar\BE5(R). If A, P£ff"(P), then so is AC\B since Af\BE(Ar\B)11
EAnr\Bn. We have proved the following theorem.

1.2. Theorem. Both SF(P) and !F"(P) are closed under the finite intersection

operation.

The JF-sets are not generally closed under the union operation, although

we do have the following result.

1.3. Theorem. If {^.} £JF'(P), then Ui^,£fF(P).

Proof. If A=\JiAi then A! = fliA'f. If AC\Alj^0, there would exist ele-
ments Ai, - ■ ■ , An in {Ai} such that, if B=Ai\J ■ ■ ■ KJAn, Bf\Bl^0.
Since each A\E$(R), BlE$(R) and therefore BBl^0. However, this is con-

trary to the fact that AiA't = 0 for each i. This contradiction proves 1.3.

The set JF"(P) can be made into a lattice by defining the union operation

V as follows:

AVB=(A + B)",       A,BE$"(R)-

Since (A+B)" = (Air\B1)1, A\/BE5"(R) by 1.2. Clearly A\JB is the least
element of JF"(P) containing both A and B. The mapping l:A-*A' is a dual

automorphism of $F"(P), since

(A V B)1 = A'T\ Bl,        (AC\B)1 = Al\/ B';       A,BE5"(R).

The unique complement of A in J"(P) is A1. Thus the following theorem is

a consequence of [2, Theorem 17, p. 171].

1.4. Theorem. The lattice 5F"(P) is a Boolean algebra.

For subsets A and B of P, let AB-1 ={r; rER, rBEA }, and similarly for

B~lA. Thus AB~1(B~1A) is the largest subset of P such that (AB-^BCA
(B(B-1A)EA). If AE£(R), B~lAE£(R); if AE£(R) and P££'(P), then
AB~lE£(R).

"Each S££'(P) defines a mapping

<t>s:<t>sA = AC\S,       AE £(R),

of £(R) into £(S). Clearly <psR = S, d>s is an C\-homomorphism, and 0s(U,-./li)

= Ui4>sAi for each chain ]^4i}££(P). Thus <ps is an fY-map (FI, §4) of
£(P) into £(S).

Another mapping associated with 5££'(P) is

es:6sB = BS~\       B E £(S).

Since (BS~l)RSE(BS~1)SEB, evidently P5-J££(P). Also, 55~'=P and
(DiBJS-^riiBiS-1 for every {73i}££(5). Thus 6S is an H-rnap of £(S)
into £(P).

Associated with each subset 21 of £(P) (58 of £(5)) is a subset 0S3I of
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£(S) (0S23 of £(R)). If 21 (33) is an inset (FI, §2), then so is <b3K (ds$b).
If St is a partially ordered set, we shall use the notation St/5= {A; A £21,

ADS}.

1.5. Theorem. // SE$'(R), <bs is a homomorphism of the inset £P(R) onto

£P(S). Actually, <j>s is an isomorphism of £P(R)/Sl onto £P(S) with inverse 9s-

Proof. If AE£p(R) and cPE<t>sA for some c£5 and P£3(5), then

c(SPR + Sl)EA. Since SPR+S'E3(R), cEAT\S and therefore 4>SAE£P(S).
On the other hand, if BE£P(S) and cPEOsB for some cER and P£3(i?),

then cSPSEB and, since PS£3(S), cSEB. Thus cEBS'1 and evidently

6sBE£p(R). It is clear that 9sBDSl and that 9sBr\S = B for each BE£P(S).
Hence <bs9s is the identity mapping on £P(S), and <j>s is a homomorphism of

£p(R) onto £"(S).

If ^££"(i?)/5', then ^^ = (^^5)5-0^. Since (9scj>sA)SEAr\S,
(9s(j>sA)(S+Sl)EA and, since S+SlE3(R), es<j>sAEA. Thus ^s is the

identity mapping on £P(R)/Sl, and 1.5 follows.

In case S£3(P~), <f>s is an isomorphism of £P(R) onto £P(S) with inverse

9s according to this theorem.

We mentioned above that (f>s maps insets of £(R) onto insets of £(5).

Thus <bs defines a mapping of the set I(£(R)) of all insets of £(R) into the set

I(£(S)) of all insets of £(S). Similar remarks may be made for 9s-

Since <f>s defines a mapping of I(£(R)) into I(£(S)), it also defines a map-

ping of the set C(£(R)) of all closure operations on £(R) into the set C(£(S))

of all closure operations on £(5) in a natural way: for a£ C(£(R)), bEC(£(S)),

<bsa = b if and only if (bs£a(R) = £b(S).

If A E£(S), then A is not necessarily in £(R). However, we may still define

A" to be the least element of £a(R) containing^. If a£C(£(P)) and b=<psa,

then clearly

Ab = AaC\S for every A £ £(5).

In a similar way, 9s defines a mapping of C(£(S)) into C(£(R)).

If SE$'(R) and aEC(£(R))/p, then <j>SaEC(£(S))/p in view of 1.5, and

similarly for 9s- Thus, if a Sip and b=<bsa, then b Sip and therefore Apb = Ab

for every A ££(5). Hence

Ab = Apal~\S for every 4 £ £(5).

The advantage of this formula for Ab over the previous one is that ^4p££(i?)

for every AE£(S).

1.6. Theorem. If SE$'(R), 4>s is an C\-homomorphism of C(£(R))/p onto

C(£(S))/p, whereas 9S is a homomorphism of C(£(S))/p into C(£(R))/p. The

mapping qbs carries Cm(£(R))/p onto Cm(£(S))/p. If S£3(P), <bs is an iso-

morphism of C(£(R))/p onto C(£(S))/p with inverse 9S.
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Proof. For aEC(£(R))/p, <f>sa = b where <ps£"(R) = £b(S)E£p(S). Evi-

dently <ps0s£b=£b by 1.5. Since <MU,- <£"'') = \Ji<t>s£a< for every set {a(}

EC(£(R))/p, <t>s is an H-homomorphism of C(£(R))/p onto C(£(S))/p by

(FI, 2.2). Clearly 0S is a homomorphism of C(£(S))/p into C(£(R))/p.

If aECm(£(R))/p and &=4>sa, then (^n£)^=(^^YB)*<'n,S=L4*nP*)<,
nS = Avar\B"anS = AbnBb for every .4, P££(5), and consequently

bECm(£(S))/p. Next, let us assume that bECm(£(S))/p, and let us prove

that a = 9sb is in Cm(£(R))/p. Since <psa = b, this will prove that <bs carries

Cm(£(R))/p onto Cm(£(S))/p. Let C he a maximal element of (£(P); .4, 5)

(FI, §2) where AE£(R) and P££"(P). Then CC\4£P and d>sCr\<psA
E<PsB. Since <psBE£h and £!> is an m-inset of £(.S), there exists some P££6

such that DDcpsC and Dr\<bsAE<t>sB. Hence 8sDr\8s<t>sAE8s<PsB=B and,

since 0s<£s^O^4, BSDC\AEB. However, 9SD~)C, and therefore 6SD = C due

to the maximality of C in (£(P); .4, P). Thus C££", and £° is an m-inset of

£(P) by (FI, 2.3). Consequently aECm(£(R))/p.

If S£3(P), <psa = b if and only if b=8sa, and the last part of the theorem

follows readily. This completes the proof of 1.6.

1.7. Theorem. If 5£3r'(P), <bs is a ho. ,omorphism of ff"(P) onto 5"(S).

Furthermore, <ps is an isomorphism of SF"(P)/5; onto 5"(S) with inverse 8s-

Proof. If .4£JF"(P), then <psAE5"(S). If P£SF"(5), then BE£"(S) so
that BE£(R). Actually, BE£l(R), since RBBl = 0 and RBEB. Let A =dsB

= BS-\ Then ASEAf^S = B. Now (Ar\S)T\S = Air\S = BT\S and
[(yinS)in5]'nS=(^nS)inS = .4»riS = P»nS = P. Thus A"SEB and
A " EA. This proves that J £ EF" (P). The rest of the theorem follows from 1.5.

The symbols ^2 and ^* are used to designate the discrete and the full

direct sum respectively of the rings of a given set. It may be shown that if

{Ri} is a set of faithful rings and if P= £)«■ P>, then

&'(R) =   { E Ai; Ai E £?(R.)\ ,        3"(R) =  j E A'! ^ £ EF"(l?i)| .

The concept of the universal extension of a faithful ring was introduced

in [9]. Since we shall have occasion to use this extension ring frequently, we

will sketch its construction.

For the (left) faithful ring P, let C(P+, P) be the centralizer of the addi-

tive group R+ of P (considered as a right P-module) over the ring P. Then

we may consider P+ as a (Q, P)-module, in which case P may be considered

a subring of 6 due to the faithfulness of P. Let the normalizer of P in C, that

is, the largest subring of C containing P as an ideal, be designated by P.

Since R has a unit element, it is faithful, and since P' = 0 in Q, P£3(l?).

If 5 is a faithful ring and P£3(5), and if the mapping a* of P+ is defined

by a*:a*x = ax, x£P+, a£5, then S*= {a*; a£S}£e(P+, P). Since P is

an ideal in S, S*ER- Thus, up to an isomorphism, R is the universal faithful
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ring containing R as an ideal such that Rl = 0 in R. If R has a unit element,

then R = R; thus, if S= R, S = R for every ring R.

1.8. Theorem. If {Ri} is a set of faithful rings and R=2^,iRi, then
R= 2-ii Pi-

Proof (See [10, 4.4]). Clearly P£3(£? Ri), and therefore RD Zf Ri-
Since Rj(RiR) = (RjRi)R = 0_if i^j, RtRERi- Also, Rj(RRi) = (RjR)Ri
ERjRi = 0 if i^j, and hence RRiERo Thus each i?i is an ideal of R. Now for

each rER, rRiERi and r has the same effect on Rt as some rtERi- Evidently

r = Z* ri and -R£ Z* ^«- This proves 1.8.
2. Restricted rings. A semi-prime ring is a ring having no nonzero nil-

potent ideals [10]. If J? is a semi-prime ring, then £'(i?) =3(R) =$'(R), and

clearly 5"(R) is a complete lattice. This leads us to define a restricted ring as

a faithful ring R satisfying the following condition:

If {Ai} E SF"(U),    then     D 4< £ <7"(i?).
t

No example is known to us of a faithful ring that is not restricted.

If it is known that fl,- AiE$(R), where {Ai} E$"(R), then it may easily

be proved that fl; AiE$"(R)- Thus the definition of a restricted ring is not

weakened if the conclusion is just that fl,- AiE$(R). Defining the union oper-

ation V on 3"(R) as previously, V,- A{ = (\Ji Ai)", it is evident that 5"(R)

is a complete Boolean algebra for a restricted ring.

Unless otherwise stated, each ring R considered in this section is assumed

to be restricted.

2.1. Theorem. Each ideal SE^'(R) is a restricted ring.

Proof. If {Ai} CSF"(5), then each A i = Bfr\S for some BiE5"(R) accord-

ing to 1.7. Since Oi Ai=(C]i Bi)nS and fi< Bt&f"(R), D, Ai&"(S). This
proves 2.1.

2.2. Theorem. If S is a restricted ring and 5£3(P), then R also is re-

stricted.

Proof. If {Ai} E$"(R) and A =fl< Ai, then AnS = lli (Atr\S) is in SF"(5)
by assumption. Thus (AnS)ir\(AC\S) =0 and, by 1.1, A'r\AT\S = 0. Hence

AlC\A =0 and AE^(R). This proves 2.2.

2.3. Theorem. If {Si} is a set of restricted rings and R= Z« Si, then R

also is a restricted ring.

Proof. As previously remarked, S"(R)= {^Ar, 4<£ff"(5«)}. If
{Bj}C$"(R), then By=E<B,-nS< and fly B,-= £,- (fly (5^5,)). Thus
CijBjES' (R), and 2.3 follows.

The following theorem gives one condition on a faithful ring that insures

it to be restricted.
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2.4. Theorem. If for the faithful ring R we have 3r(P) = JF'(P), then R is a

restricted ring.

Proof. If {Ai} ££F"(P), then UiA'E^(R), and hence fJ'(P), by 1.3. Thus
(\JiA\y = (,iAiEZ"(R).

It is not true that 3r(P) =SF'(P) for every restricted ring, as the following

example shows.

2.5. Example. Let F be a finite field, and the following rings be subrings

of the total matrix ring F4:

Si = Fen,       S2 = Fe33 + Fe„,       S = Si + St.

Also let

a = en + e« + 044,       R = S + Fa.

Clearly 5 is an ideal of P and P is a faithful restricted ring since its ideal

lattice is finite. Now 5'i = 5^, and therefore 52£SF(P). However, S2E$'(R)

since SZDSU We note that SF"(P) = {0, P}.

Since ff"(R) is closed under infinite intersections for a restricted ring P,

5"(R) induces a closure operation/on £(P) and £'(P). Thus, for AE£(R),

A1 is the least element of SF"(P) containing A. Clearly/£C°(£'), although/

is not generally in Ci(£') as is shown by 2.5.

2.6. Lemma. IfaEC°m(£), then a£f.

Proof. For every .4££, Atr\A'l = 0; hence Ar\Ail = 0 and AaC\A'l = 0.

Thus AaA'l = 0 and .4°£4'. This proves 2.6.

2.7. Theorem. If aEC°m(£) is atomic (homogeneous) then so is f and As is

an atom of £f for every atom A of £".

Proof. Let A be an atom of £". If 0^PO4' for some P££/, then P££a

by 2.6. If AnB^O, then AEB due to the atomicity of A, and B=A'. If
A(~\B = 0, AEB1 and therefore AQBlC\At9£At in contradiction to the as-

sumption that A{ is the least element of £/ containing A. Thus, always,

Af = B and A1 must be an atom of £/. The rest of the theorem is obvious.

If a is an atomic closure operation on £(P), let us define

©„ = {A;Azxi atom of £a}.

The base Ba of P relative to a is defined to be the ring union of all the ele-

ments of SB„ [10, §4]. If/is atomic, then B\E'S"(R) and therefore P/£3:'(P).

2.8. Theorem. If f is atomic, the base B, of R relative to f is the discrete

direct sum of the atoms of £f(R).

Proof. If {4,}CB/ and S=UiAit then S'=rM{, an element of S"(R).
If AC\S^0 ior some A£S8/, then ^45^0 and AAt^O ior some **. Hence
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Ar\Ai?±0, and A =Ai since both are atoms of £'. Consequently 5= ?.\j A,-

and 2.8 is proved.

If / is atomic and 5 is an atom of £'(R) ( = Z"(R)), then 5"(S) ={0, S}

according to 1.8. Let us call a faithful ring irreducible if 5"(R)= {0, R}.

Thus the atoms of £f(R) are irreducible rings.

We are now in a position to prove the main structure theorems for a

restricted ring R having an atomic m-closure operation on its lattice of right

ideals. We recall from the first section that associated with each faithful ring

5 is its universal extension ring S. The following theorem is analogous to

[10,4.5].

2.9. Theorem. Iff is atomic and C = B\, then Bf®CEREB/+^-

Proof. Since Bf+C,E3(R), the completion, Bf + C'f, contains R. This

proves 2.9.

The restricted ring B\ appearing in the theorem above can have no atomic

wz-closure operation on its lattice of right ideals, since clearly / is nonatomic on

B).
Iff is homogeneous, then B\ = 0 and we have the following corollary of 2.9

and 1.8.

2.10. Corollary. If f is homogeneous, there exist irreducible rings Ai such

that

2ZAiERE 2Z*Ai-
i i

The converse of 2.10 which is analogous to [10, 4.6] is the following result.

2.11. Theorem. If {Ai} is a set of irreducible rings and if R is a ring such

that

T,AiERE 2~l*Ai,
i i

then R is a restricted ring and f is a homogeneous closure operation on £'(R)

for which 23/ = {J.-HP}.

Proof. Each At is a restricted ring, and hence S= Z«^» is a restricted

ring by 2.3. Since RES, SE3(R) and R is a restricted ring according to 2.2.

By 1.6, 9s is an isomorphism of $"(S) onto 5"(R). Since/ is homogeneous on

£l(S),f must be homogeneous on L'(R). The atoms of 5"(R) have the form

9sAi = AiS-1= J.-nP. This proves 2.11.
3. Reducible rings. A completely reducible ring is a ring R such that

£l(R) is a complemented modular lattice. It is well-known (see, for example,

[3, Theorem 2]) that a completely reducible ring is a discrete direct sum of

simple rings.

As a generalization of complete reducibility, let us call a faithful ring R

reducible if for every pair A, B of ideals of R for which AC\B =0, there exist

ideals A'DA and B'DB such that AT\B' = 0 and A'+B'E3(R). A semi-
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prime ring is reducible since AC\Al = 0 and v4-f^4'£3(P) for every ideal A

of P [10, §1 ]. We give now another example of a reducible ring.

3.1. Example. Let F he a field and the rings described below be subrings

of Ft.
A = Fen + Fen,       B = Fe33 + Fei3,       S = A + B.

Also let

a = e22 + ea,        R = S + Fa.

Since P has a unit element, P is faithful. Evidently 5£3(P), and ST = C+D

+ Fa where

C = Fen,        D = Fei3.

The ideal lattice of P may be verified to be as in the figure. Since A +P£3(P),

R

aR + A/ is \aR+B

\ /\«P/\ /
a + pY  ^f Vp + c

a/ \I(C + D   \b

cV Vd

0

£<(R)

it is evident from this figure that P is a reducible ring. Also, SF"(P) = JO, A, B,

R}. An interesting feature of this example is that P is not reducible as a right

faithful ring, since S't^O.

If H'= Fen + Fe2iEF2, then His isomorphic to rings A and P. The central-

izer of H, considered as a right Zl-module, is just F2. It is clear that the uni-

versal extension ring H is given by

H = Fen + Fen + Fe22.

The structure of P in 2.10 has the form

A ®BEREA®B,
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where A and B are isomorphic to H.

3.2. Theorem. If R is reducible, then 5(R) =5'(R).

Proof. Let AE$(R), so that A(~\Al = 0. Since R is reducible, there exist

ideals BDA and B'DA1 such that BC\B'= 0 and J5+73'£3(P). Now B'EB1
and BlEAl, and therefore ,4!=P'. Since BC\Al = 0, A'EB1 and, in view of

our previous remarks, Al=Bl. Thus (B+Al)l = Blr\All = 0, AlC\Au=0, and

AE5'(R). This proves 3.2.

If R is reducible, P is restricted in view of 3.2 and 2.4. Thus 5"(R) = £'(P),

where/£C°(£'(P)). We shall now determine the nature of the closure opera-

tion /.

We recall that if A, P££'(P), B is called an essential extension (FI, §6)

of A in £'(P) if AEB and for every C££'(P) such that CfYB^O also

CC\A 5^0. The set &(A) of all essential extensions of A has maximal elements.

3.3. Theorem. For every ideal A of the reducible ring R, Af is the unique

maximal essential extension of A in £'(P).

Proof. Let B be a maximal element of (£'; A, 0) and C be a maximal ele-

ment of &(A). Since C is also a maximal element of (£'; B, 0) and since R is

reducible, C+P£3(P), B = Cl, and C = Bl. Thus CE$"(R) and A'EC since
Af is the least element of SF"(P) containing A. On the other hand, AfE$"(R)

and AflC\Af = 0. Since AT\A'l=0, necessarily CYW = 0 and CEA'll=A'.

Thus C = A!, and the theorem is proved.

3.4. Theorem. If Ris a reducible ring, the closure operationf is the maximal

element of C°m(£l).

Proof. Let us first prove that fECL(£l). To this end, let ,4££', P££/,

and C be a maximal element of (£'; A, B). If DDC, then DC\A(X.B and
E = DC\Ar\Bl^0. Since EHD^O whereas EC\CEBr\Bl = 0, P>£8(C).

Hence 5(C) = {C}, and C=0 by 3.3. Thus/£C°m(£') by (FI, 2.3).
The closure operation/ is reducible in the sense of (FI, §6). Hence, by

(FI, 6.3),/ is the fVidentity element of C°m(£'). This completes the proof of

3.4.

3.5. Theorem. If {5,} is a set of reducible rings and R= Z> Si, then R

also is a reducible ring.

Proof. Let A and B be maximal ideals of R such that AC\B = 0. We wish

to prove that ^4+P£3(P). Since A, P££"(P), A = J2iAi and P=X)--B>
for some A,, B,E£p(Si). Clearly A; and P,- are maximal ideals of S, such that

AiC\Bi = 0. Thus A{+BiE3(Si) for each *. If c(^+P)=0, where c= Z.c<,
CiESi, then Ci(,4.--|-P<) =0 and e<=0. Thus c = 0, ^+5£3(P), and 3.5 is

proved.
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3.6. Theorem. If S is a reducible ring and S£3(P), then R also is a re-

ducible ring.

Proof. Let A and P be ideals of P for which ,4r\P=0, and let A' = A(~\S

and B' = BC\S. By assumption, there exist ideals C~)A' and D~)B' of 5 such

that Cr\D = 0, Clf\S = D, and DT\S=C. Since C, DE£"(S), C, P££(P)
and SC, 5P££'(P). If a(SC+SD)=0, then aS(C+P)=0, aS = 0, and,
finally, o = 0. Thus SCf\SD = 0 and 5C+5P£3(P). Now (v4+SC)Pi5£C
and (B + SD)C\SED, and therefore (^+5C")r\'(P + 5Z>)n5 = 0. Since

5£3(P), (A+SC)C\(B+SD) =0, and P is a reducible ring.

The converse of the preceding theorem does not hold, as is shown by the

following example.

3.7. Example. Let F he the held of integers modulo 2, and S and P be

the following subrings of P3:

S = Fen + Fen + Fe3l,       R = S + Fe32.

Clearly P and 5 are left faithful rings, and ££3(P). The ideal lattices of P

and 5 are shown in the figure. We see that trivially P is reducible, whereas

5 is not reducible since enS+e^S is not in 3(5).

R Si i

j^enR + e32R ...e2iS + e3lS

e32R*^ ^ynR+enR     e21S«^      ■ enSy>(en + en)S

0

£'(1?) £'(5)

The fact that P and 5 are one-sided faithful rings in the example above is

important. Thus, it can be shown that if P is both left and right faithful and

left and right reducible, then each ideal of P that is faithful is reducible.

Let us call a ring P strongly irreducible (5-irreducible) if A(~\B ^0 for every

pair A, B of nonzero ideals of P. The ring P of 3.7 is 5-irreducible. Every

5-irreducible ring is trivially reducible. It is not known if the atoms of £f(R)

need be 5-irreducible if P is reducible. However, the following result is true.

3.8. Theorem. If {Ai} is a set of s-irreducible rings and if R is a ring such

that

^AiERE Z*^.-.
i i

then R is a reducible ring and f is a homogeneous closure operation on £'(P)

with 59/={ AiC\R}.
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Proof. The ring 2~2< At is reducible by 3.5, and therefore R is reducible by

3.6. The rest of the theorem follows from 2.11.

4. Modules of a faithful ring. The ring R encountered in this section is

assumed to be faithful. For each x£P and ^4££(P), x_1^4££(P) and x-1 is

an rVendomorphism of £(R). Since x~1(\Ji Ai) = \JiX~1Ai for every chain

{At} E£(R), x-1 is an fY-map (FI, §4) of £(P) into £(P).

A closure operation a on £(P) commutes with x_1 if ax~l =x_1a, that is, if

(x~lA)" = x~xAa for every .4££(P). Let

C'(£) = {a; a £ C(£), ax~x = x~la for every x £ R}.

By (FI, 4.9), C'(£) is a complete sublattice of C(£). That pEC'(£) follows

from (FI, 5.2).

4.1. Lemma. If sEC'(£)/p, then A>={r; rER, (r~iA)< = R} for every

AE£-

Proof. If (r~lA)' = R then r~1Al' = R, rREA', and, since 5 Sip, rEA'.

Conversely, if r£^4' then (r-lA)" =r~lA" = R.

4.2. Lemma. If sEC'(£)/p, then sEC(£<).

Proof. If^££'(P),r£Pandc£yl«,then(rc)-1^ =C-1(r~1A)Dc~1A.Hence

((rc)~yA)>=R and rc£.4\ Thus .4»££'(P).

An immediate consequence of this lemma is that the bound of every ele-

ment of £"(R) also is in £S(R).

Let us turn now to a discussion of modules of a faithful ring R. Associated

with each (right) P-module M is its lattice of submodules 3TC(M). An NE 3TC(M)

is called prime if and only if

xS EN,        x £ Af and 5 £ 3(P), implies x £ N.

We shall again designate by p the closure operation on 3H(Af) induced by the

set of all prime submodules of Af. It is proved in (FI, §5) that p£Cm(3TC).

The module Af itself is called prime if 0 is a prime submodule, that is, if

p£C°m(3ir).

For subsets A and B of the P-module Af, let B~XA = {r; rER, BrEA }.
If j4£3TC(Af), then B~lAE£(R); if ^£311^, B~1AE£P(R)- This last state-

ment follows from the observation that if rSEB~xA for some r£P and

5£3(P), then BrSEA, BrEA, and finally rEB~lA.
If sE C(£), an P-module Af is called s-admissible if and only if x_10£ £"(R)

for every x£ Af. For example, if Af is prime then Af is p-admissible.

It will be assumed henceforth in this section that R is a ring and s is a

closure operation on £(P) such that

5 £ C°m(£)/p,

and that Af is a prime 5-admissible module.
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If NEWl(M) and x, y£M such that (x~1N)' = (y-1N)'=R, and if rER,

then [(x-y)-W]0[(x-W)Pi(y-'7V)]« = P, and [(xr)-1N]'=[r~1(x-1N)]'

= r-1(x~1N)'=r~1R = R. Hence, if for each 7V£9R(M) we define

N' = {x; x£ M, (x-W)» = P},

then iV'£91l(M) and t = t(s) is at least a quasi-closure operation on 9TC(ilZ).

4.3. Theorem. For every xEM, sx~1=x~1t.

Proof. We must prove that for every iV£9n:(M), (x-1N)'=x~1Nl. If

rE(x~1N)', then [r-1(x~1N)]'=R by 4.1. Hence [(xr)~1N]' = R, xr£lV<, and

r£x_1iV. Thus (x~1N)'Ex~1Nt. A reversal of this argument proves that

x-1N'E(x~1N)', and establishes 4.3.

Since (x~1Nt), = (x-1N)" = (x-1N)', (x-1N')'> = R ii and only if (x-*N)'

= R. Consequently N" = N' ior every ./V£9Il(M), and / is a closure operation

on M(M). Actually tEC°(m.), since (x-10)' = x~10 and x~10=P if and only if

x = 0.

4.4. Lemma. If K, 7V£9HP(JH) and x~1K=x~1N for every xEM, then
K = N.

Proof. If x£ZC, then x~1N = R, xREN, and x£7V. Hence KEN. Simi-
larly NEK, and 4.4 follows.

4.5. Theorem. tEC'°m(yn.)/p; and if s=p then t=p also.

Proof. If xS£W for some x£M and 5£3(P), then SE(x~1N)' and, since

SP = R and p£s, (x~1N)' = R and xENK Hence N'" = Nt and p^t by (FI,

1.6).

To prove that i£Cm(9H),  let K,  NEVK(M).  Then for every xEM,

x-^k r\ n)' = [x~i(K r\ N)]- = (x-'K r\ x-w)« = (x-!p)s r\ (x-'N)'
= x-1Ktr\x~1Nt = x-1(KtC\Nt). Hence (Kr\N)' = K>r\N> by 4.4.

Finally, we know from (FI, 5.2) that (x~1N)"=x~1Np for every x£ilf and

NEM(M). Since (x~1N)* = x-1Nt by 4.3, t = pii s=p by 4.4.

4.6. Theorem. If s is atomic and if xAj^O for some xEM and atom

AE£"(R), then t is atomic and (xA)' is an atom of 9TC'(ilZ).

Proof. This follows from (FI, 4.10).

If NE^n(M) and ZC£9TC'(M) with KEN, then the P-module N-K is
prime and °IK(N-K) = {A -K; AEM.(M), KEAEN}. Since (x+K)-1

■(A-K)=x~1A, (x+K)~10E£'(R) and IV-ZC is 5-admissible. The closure

operation induced on N — K by 5 is the obvious one, as stated in the following

theorem.

4.7. Theorem. If NQM(M) and P£9TC'(M) with KEN, then the closure
operation u on 9R(iV — K) induced by s is given by
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3HU(AT - K) = {(A f\ N) - K; A E 3TC'(Af), A D K}.

Proof. If x£A^and ^£3K!(Af) with ADK, then (x+Ky'^Af^N) -K]
= x~l(AC\N) =x~1A =R if and only if x£yl. Thus (AC\N) -KEVK»(N-K).

On the other hand, if B-KEWC(N-K), where KEBEN, and xEBT\N,
then (x-JP)8 = P and [(x+iq-^P-iQ^P. Hence x+ii:£P-X and

x£P. This proves that B'C\N = B, and completes the proof of 4.7.

This theorem allows us to construct examples of the modules considered

in this section. We need only select M = R+, KE£e(R), and NE£(R) in 4.7

to get a module N—K of the type being considered.

Each of the sets £S(R) and 9H'(Af) can be made into a lattice by defining

the union operation V in the obvious way. Thus, for {Ni} £91Z'(Af), V, Nt

= (U,- Ni)'. The lattices so formed are modular by (FI, 6.1).

5. Annihilating submodules. In this section, Af is assumed to be a prime

P-module of a faithful ring R. For each subset A of R, let lA designate the

(left) annihilator of A in Af.

5.1. Lemma. If AE&(R), then lA = (MA')p.

Proof. We first prove that ^£9Rp(Af). If xSE'A for some x£Af and

5£3(P), then x5^=0, x,4S.4=0, and, finally, xAS(A+Al)=0. Since
.4+^4*£3(P), xAS = 0 and xA =0 by the primeness of Af. Hence x£'^4 and
lAE"3np(M).

Clearly MAlElA, and therefore (MA')"ElA. If x£'^, then x(A+Al)

= x^4'£(Af<4i)pand x£(Af^4')p- Thus lAE(MA')p, and the lemma is proved.

5.2. Lemma. If AE$"(R) and iV£3TC(Af), then lAC\N = 0 if and only if
NE'(Al).

Proof. By 5.1, 'A=(MAl)p and '(A1) = (MA)». Since (MA'C\MA)
•(^+^0=0, MA'C\MA=0; and since p£C0m(9H), lAC\l(Al)=0. Now if

'^niV = 0 for some A7£9Tl(Af), then NAlE'Af\N = 0 and NE'(A'). This
proves 5.2.

5.3. Lemma. If A, P£3r"(P), then '(A\JB)='Ar\lB.

Proof.Clearly l(A\/B)ElAr\lB. If C=A +B, then C =AT\Bl = (A VB)'.

Now [l(C')r\'Ar\lB}(Cl + C)=0, and therefore (since C;+C£3(P))'(C0

r\lAf\lB = 0. Thus lAr\'BEl(Cl') = l(A\/B), and the lemma is proved.

The set

3C(3U(Af)) = {'A; A E5"(R)}

is closed under the intersection operation by 5.3. It can be made into a lattice

by defining lA\J'B = '(AC\B), lA, (P£3C(3TC). It may be verified that
lA \JlB actually is the least element of 3C(9TC) containing both 'A and 'B.

5.4. Theorem. The lattice 3C(3TC) is a Boolean algebra. If 'Aj^M for every
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nonzero A £JF"(P), then 5"(R) and 3C(9TC) are dual isomorphic under the corre-

spondence A—>lA.

Proof. It is evident that 'AC\l(Al)=0 and lAVl(Al) = M. If lAC\lB = 0

and lA\SlB = Mior some A, BE5"(R), then lBEl(Al). If we let C = Al\JB,

then lC=lB so that <.4fYC = 0 and lA\JlC=M. Now C = AlV(AC\C), and

therefore lC=l(Al)C\(lA\/lC) =l(Al). Hence each (.4£3C(9n:) has a unique

complement l(Al), and 3C(9Tl) is a Boolean algebra.

If lA^M ior every nonzero AE$"(R) and if '^4='P for some A, B

£SF"(P), then l(AC\Bl) ='A\Jl(Bl) =lBVl(Bl) =M and Af~\Bl = 0. Thus

^4£P. Similarly one proves that BEA, and therefore A =B. Hence iF"(P)

and 3C(91t) are dual isomorphic, and 5.4 is proved.

If M = P+, then it is clear that lA =A' tor each AE5"(R), and the map-

ping A-^>lA is essentially the dual automorphism of P defined in the Boolean

algebra SF"(P).

The lattice 3C(9E) is quite easily shown to be a complete Boolean algebra

in case P is a restricted ring. Also, 3C(9E) is dual isomorphic with 3"(R)/C

(and also $"(C1)) if P is restricted, where C is the maximal annihilator of M

in SF"(P). In case P is restricted, the lattice 3C(9TC) induces a closure operation

g on 9H(Af); for iV£9ir(Af), N» is the least element of 3C(9H) containing IV.

6. Rings with nonsingular elements. For A, BE£(R), we shall write

A E'B if P is an essential extension of A. The elements of £(P) having P as

an essential extension are of particular importance in the following discus-

sion. Thus we shall let

£A(P) = {A;AE£(R),AE'R}-

If M is an P-module, then we shall also let

9ItA(M") = {N;NEWt(M),NE 'M).

Clearly £A and 9TCA are lattices, although not usually complete lattices.

Contained in P and M are the subsets PA and AIA defined by

PA= {r;r£Pr-10£ £A(P)},      MA = {x; x £ M, ar»0 £ £A(R)}.

It may be shown that PA is an ideal of P and MA is a submodule of M. We

call PA the singular ideal [6, p. 894 ] of P and MA the singular submodule of ilZ.

If 7V£9rc(M), evidently NA = MAnN. Therefore, if NE'M, NA = 0if and
only if MA = 0. Also, if PA^0 and MPA^0, then ilZADJHPA^0.

We shall assume henceforth in this section that P and M are so chosen

that

RA = 0   and    MA = 0.

Under these restrictions, ^4( = 0 and lA =0 for every ^4££A(P).

If BE£(R) and B' is a complement of P, then P+P'££A(P) and

(B+B')l = 0. In particular, if J4£3r(P), then .4' is the unique complement of
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A and (A+A')l=Air\An = 0. Therefore $(R) = 5'(R), and we conclude from

2.4 that R is a restricted ring if PA = 0.

6.1. Theorem. If 7V£3Tl(Af), iVC'Af */ and only if x~W££A(P) /or
every x£Af.

Proof. If NE'M and x£Af, and if ^4rix-IiV = 0 for some A ££(P), then

x^D7V = 0, x.4 =0, and .4 £x-1iV. Thus ^4 =0, and we conclude that x_1iV

££A(P).
Conversely, if KE'Sfi(M) and K(~\N = 0, and if x"W££A(P) for every

xEK, then x(x~lN) =0 and xEMA. Hence # = 0 and NE'M.

6.2. Theorem. 7/ {TV;} C9R(Af) awi, for each i, Kf is selected so that

NiE'Ki, then U< Ar,-£'U; Kt.

Proof. If P£9TC(Af) such that PCU^-ty* and PT\(\Ji Ni)=0, then each
kEP has the form k= Z» ^<> k,EKi. If A=C\i ki~1Ni (a finite intersection),

then .4££A(P) by 6.1 and kA=0. Hence k = 0, and P = 0. This proves 6.2.

6.3. Theorem. If NEM(M) and xEM such that x~1NE£A(R), then
NE'N+(x).

Proof. Since (y+xr)~1N=(xr)-1N = r~1(x-1N)E£A(R) for every yEN

and rER (and similarly for (y+nx)_1N, n an integer), 6.3 follows from 6.1.

6.4. Theorem. Each iV£gTC(Af) has a unique maximal essential extension

N' given by N'={x; xEM, x~1NE£A(R)}-

Proof. The union of all essential extensions of N is the unique maximal

essential extension by 6.2. The rest of the theorem follows from 6.3.

This theorem applies equally well to R. Thus each A ££(P) has a unique

maximal essential extension A'= {r; rER, r~lAE£A(R) }■

That 6.4 is not true in general may be seen from the example that follows.

6.5. Example. Let NE'M and P = M®(M — N). Define the submodule

K of P as follows: K= {(x, x + N); xEM}. Then both Af and K are maximal

essential extensions of N in P. If AfA = 0, then PA = M—N.

6.6. Theorem. sEC£(£)/p and tECmC3K)/p.

Proof. If A, P£9E(Af), ,4CP, then A+BE'A'+B' by 6.2. Thus
BE'A'+B' and A'EB'. Therefore it is clear that /£C°(91l). Since AC\B

E'AT\B'E'(Ar\B)« and (AC\B)>EA <fW, we have (AT\B)'=AT\B' and
tEC°m('3K). Clearly each A' is prime, and hence /Sip.

We need only prove that sEC'(£) to complete the proof of 6.6. Let us

actually prove the stronger result that sx~1=x~1t for every xEM. Let

AE£(R) with A^O, xEM and Ar£3H(Af) such that AQx^N'. Then
x^CAT'and either x^4 =0 or xAf^N^O. In either case, we have^^x-W^O.

Thus x-lNE'x~lNl and therefore x-lN'E'(x~lN)'. On the other hand, if
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rE(x~1N)' and A =r~1(x~1N), then AE£A(R). Hence xrAEN, xrEN' and

rEx~1N'. Thus (x_1Ar)*£x_17Vl and, in view of the earlier inclusion, (x_1N)'

= x~1N'. This completes the proof of 6.6.

It is clear now that the assumptions PA = 0 and MA = 0 lead to realizations

of the closure operations 5 and t discussed in §4. Actually, the closure opera-

tions 5 and / are reducible in the sense of (FI, §6). Thus, for each A ££'(P),

A 9^R, there exists some nonzero BE£e(R) such that AC\B =0, and similarly

for t. Hence £'(R) and 9fl'(M) are complemented modular lattices by (FI,

6.2).
Let us now show that the complete Boolean algebra 3a°(M)( = 3C,(3\i)) is

a sublattice of 9H'(M). Analogous remarks will hold for £'(R) in £*(P).

If {A i} ££f(R) and A = D< A,-, then by definition (U< lA<)«= 'A. For every

xElA, x-1(Ui^,)D^U(Ui^{)££A(P). Hence Ut'AiC'lA by 6.1, and
(\JilAi)t = 'A. Thus 3Jl«(M) is a sublattice of M'(M). We shall presently

prove that 9TC"(M) is the center of 9TC'(Af). First, let us prove the correspond-

ing result for P.

6.7. Theorem. The Boolean algebra £f(R) is the center of £'(P).

Proof. Clearly £/ is contained in the center of £*. Let AE£" have the

unique complement A', so that A is also the unique complement of A'. We

shall first prove that A, A'E£l- This will be done by showing that rA(~\A' = 0

for every rER, which will imply that rAEA for every rER- If raEA' for

some rER and aEA, then (ra+a)RC\A'= 0 since rax+axEA' implies

ax£^4' and ax = rax = 0. Hence (ra+a)P£^4, raREA, and raEA. Since

ra£^4' by assumption, ra = 0. This proves that A is an ideal of P. Similarly,
A'E£l.

If r.4=0 for some r£^4, then r(A+A')=0 and r = 0; hence ^4£fF(P).

Since Af=A> for AE$(R), AE£'(R) and 6.7 follows.

6.8. Theorem. Let NE'M and, for every P£9TC(1V), ZC" be the maximal

essential extension of K in N. Then (Kf~\N)u = Ktr\N, ZC£9H(Af), and
,3\lt(M)^'Mu(N) under the correspondence ZC-»ZCHiV, ZC£gTC'(M).

Proof. If x£(ZCniV)", then x£iV and x~1(lCr»A0££A(P). Hence x~lK

££A(P) and x£ZC'. On the other hand, if xEKT\N, then x£A" and

x-!P££A(P). Hence x~1(KnN)E£A(R) and x£(ZCPiAr)«. This proves that

(Kr\N)» = Ktr\N for every P£9R(M).

For KiE'Sil(M), (Kir\N)" = (K2nN)« implies (K[r\N)' = (ZC^HIV)' and

K'i = K'2. Clearly (ZCin/Y)«£(ZC2n/Y)« if and only if ZCi£P^. This proves 6.8.
If NE'M(M) and N' is a complement of IV, then for every lOJVsuch that

ZCfW = 0, necessarily iV£'ZC (FI, §6).

If ZC, lV£3TC'(Af) and K<£N, then ZC is not an essential extension of

ZCP\N. Thus there exists a nonzero A £9H(ilf) such that A EK, Ar\N = 0.

We shall further restrict ourselves in the remainder of this section by as-
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suming that 5 is homogeneous. By 4.6, it is clear that t also is homogeneous.

In view of our remarks of the previous paragraph, if K and N are distinct ele-

ments of 911'(Af), there exists an atom of 9TC'(Af) contained in one and only

one of K and N.

The following theorem was proved for prime rings in [7, 4.11].

6.9. Theorem. f/x£Af, x?*0, then (xR)' is an atom of 9Tl'(Af) if and only

if x~l0 is a maximal element of £*(R).

Proof. If (xR)' is an atom of 3TC'(Af) and x_10 is not maximal in £"(R),

then x-10£C£P for some C££*, C?^x_10, C^R. Hence there exist atoms

A, BE£"(R) for which x-'0nA=0, A EC, and BC\C = 0. Evidently x^^O
and xB^O, and therefore xAC\xB^0 since (xR)' is an atom. Hence x_l0

C\(A +B) f^O, contrary to the choice of A and B. Thus x_10 must be maximal

in £".

Conversely, if x~'0 is maximal in £" and Af is an atom of SflX* such that

NC(xR)*, then NC\xR^0, x-xNDx~l0, and therefore x~1N = R. Hence

xEN and (xP)' is an atom of 3TC'.

From this theorem, R cannot be an integral domain unless £S(P) = {0, R}.

And if R is an integral domain, our assumptions are such as to insure that R

necessarily has a right quotient division ring.

The atoms of 'SW(M) may be characterized by use of the concept of per-

spectivity. Two elements A andP of 911'(Af) are called perspective [2, p. 118],

and we write A~B, if and only if A and B have a common complement. It

is easily shown that perspectivity is an equivalence relation on S8(, the set of

all atoms of 911'(Af). As in [2, p. 120, Lemma 3], we may show that two dis-

tinct elements of 23j are perspective if and only if their union contains a

third atom. A ring-theoretic version of this result is as follows.

6.10. Theorem. For A, P£93{, A~B if and only if there exist nonzero aEA

and bEB such that a~10 = b~10.

Proof. The theorem is obvious if A =B, so let us assume that At^B. If

a~10=b~10 for some nonzero aEA and bEB, let C= [(a + b)R]1. Then C is

an atom by 6.9, CEA VB, and A~B.
Conversely, if A~B, select CEAVB, Ct^A and Cy^B. Each nonzero

cEC has the form c = a + b for some nonzero a EA and bEB. Since c_10 is a

maximal element of £" and c~10=a~l0T\b~10, we have a~10=b~10. This

proves 6.10.
Our remarks on perspective elements apply equally well to £"(R). The

relations of perspectivity on 93, and 931 are connected by the following result.

6.11. Theorem. If A, P£93s and x, yEM with xAt^O and yBj^O, then

A~B if and only if (xA) (/~(yP)'.

Proof. If A~B, so that a~10 = b~10 for some nonzero a£^4 and bEB then
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(xa)_10 = (y6)_10 and (x^4)'~(yP)(. Conversely, if (x.4)'~(yP)', there exist

nonzero m£(x^4)' and vE(yB)' such that u~10=v~10. Since uRf~\xA t^O,

ur=xa^0 for some rER and aEA, and (xa)~10 = (vr)~10. Similarly, vrr'

= yb^0 for some r'£P and bEB, and (xar')_10 = (y&)-x0. Since ACSx^O

= Pny"10=0, evidently (ar')~10=b~10 and A~B.

For each AE$5t, let A* designate the union in ytl'(M) of all B~A. It is

easily demonstrated that an atom BEA* ii and only if B~A.

6.12. Theorem. If AE$St, then A* is an atom of the center of 9TC'(Af).

Proof. If P is a complement of A* and P is not unique, then there exists

some atom C such that CC\A * = Cf\B = 0. Since CC\ (A *+P) ^ 0, c = a + b ior

some nonzero aEA, bEB, cEC. Clearly a~10 = b~10=c~10, C'^(aR)t, and

C~A contrary to assumption. Hence A * has a unique complement and is in

the center of 911'.

If N is an atom of the center of 911' and AEN, AE%t, then 7V04*. If

N^A*, there exists P£58, such that BEA* and Bf\N = 0. Since A~B,

CEAVB ior some atom C distinct from A and P. If CEN, then CVAEN

and BEN contrary to our choice of P. If CEN', the complement of N, then

C\/BEN' and AE N' contrary to our choice of A. Hence N = A*, and 6.12 is

proved.

Letting M = R+ in the theorem above, we have that the atoms of £f(R),

the center of £8(P), are of the form A * tor A £93„. This is in keeping with the

classical result for a ring P with minimal right ideals, in which case each foot

of the socle is a union of isomorphic (as P-modules) minimal right ideals.

If A* is an atom of £f(R), A £93„, then (MA*)1 is in m.«(M) and hence in

the center of ffHl(M). Let TV be an atom of the center of 911', NE(MA*)'. It

xEMA*, x?*0, and P£S3, with xP?^0, then necessarily P£^4*. Since

1V,4*^0, yC^O for some y£iV and C~B. Thus (xB)t~(yC)t by 6.11, and
xBEN by 6.12. Hence xBEN for every atom P of £• and x~W££A. There-

fore xEN' = N, and (MA *)=1V. We have proved that the atoms of the

center of 911' are just the atoms of 91Z". Each element of the center of 911' is a

union of atoms of the center, and the following theorem is established.

6.13. Theorem. The Boolean algebra 3R«(M) is the center of sm'(M).

The well-known result that every complete atomic modular lattice is a

discrete direct sum of atomic projective geometries [2, p. 131 ] applies to the

lattice 91t'(ikf). In our case, the projective geometries are the submodules

Nf where iVi£$8„ and M= V< IV?.
7. Injective modules. The P-module M is called injective [4] if and only

if for every pair A, B of P-modules with A EB, each homomorphism of A into

M can be extended to one of P into M. If P is a ring with unity 1 and if 1 is

the identity operator of an P-module M, then it has been shown by Baer [l ]

and more recently by Eckmann and Schopf [4] that M has a mininal injective
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extension M, unique up to an isomorphism. At the same time, Af is a maximal

essential extension of Af. These results are true for any ring R and any R-

module, as we shall now prove.

7.1. Theorem. If R is a ring and M is an R-module, there exists a minimal

injective extension M of M that is unique up to an isomorphism.

Proof. We may imbed R in a ring 5 with unity in a standard way. Thus

let S= {(a, n); aER, nEI}, where I is the ring of integers, with the opera-

tions defined as if (a, n) =a+n [12, p. 87]. If we identify R with the subring

{(a, 0); aER} of S, then R is an ideal of S.

Now Af becomes an 5-module if we define x(a, n) =xa+nx for each x£ Af

and (a, «)£5. The identity element (0, 1) of S acts as the identity operator

on M. Therefore, as an S-module, Af has a minimal injective extension Af.

In order to prove that M is an injective extension of Af as an P-module,

let A and B be P-modules with A EB and let <p be a P-homomorphism of A

into Af. Then <j> also is an 5-homomorphism of A into M if we define </> [x(a, n) ]

= <j>(xa+nx), x£^4, (a, n)ES. Thus <j> can be extended to an 5-homomor-

phism <t>' of B into M. Clearly <p' is an P-homomorphism of B into M, and we

conclude that Af is an injective extension of the P-module Af.

Each maximal essential extension of Af in Af will be a minimal injective

extension of Af. The uniqueness of this minimal injective extension may be

shown as in [4].

Let us assume henceforth in this section that R is a ring and M is an R-

module such that

RA = 0   and    MA = 0.

Again, Af designates the minimal injective extension of M. We know that

Af A = 0. For N in 9Tl(Af)(9U(Af)), let N" (N<) be the maximal essential ex-

tension of N in A?(Af). According to 6.8, 9H"(Af)^9TC'(Af) under the cor-

respondence N^>Nf~\M, NE'SfV(M). For each NE^l(M), N' is also the

minimal injective extension of N.

7.2. Lemma. If NiEVKv(M), then NxVN2 = Ni+N2.

Proof. The lemma is obvious if NiEN2, so let us assume Ni(fcN2. Select

X£9E(Af) maximal so that KENi, KC^N2 = 0. Clearly KEW(M) and
Ni = (NiT\N2) ®K; for Nx—K is an essential extension of NiHN2, and there-

fore Ni-K^.NiT\N2. Since N2 and K are injective, so is N2®K. Thus

Ni + N2 = N2®K, and evidently NiVN2 = Ni + N2.

We shall designate by Q(M, R) the centralizer of P over Af, and we shall

consider Af as a (C, P)-module.

7.3. Theorem. For each a£C(Af, R), a~1v=va~1.

Proof. If iV£9TC(Af) and xE(or1N)', then x-^a^N) = (ax)-W££A(P),
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axENv, and finally x£a!-1./V^ Thus (ar1TV)1'Ca!'~llV\ Similarly, one proves

that a-'iV»£(a-W)", and 7.3 follows.

If Ar£9HA(M) and a is a homomorphism of the P-module IV into M, then

there exists a unique element /3£C(iif, P) such that j3x=ax for every xEN.

Thus, if there were two elements of G agreeing with a on N, their difference

y would annihilate N, 7-HOTV. Since y^OE^l^M) by 7.3, y~10 = M and
7=0. From these remarks, it is evident that Q(M, R) is isomorphic to the ex-

tended centralizer of P over M as defined in [6]. Thus the following results

on Q(M, R) are generalizations of some of our previous results on the ex-

tended centralizer [6; 7].

For each iV£9H(M), let

e(N) = {a;aE Q(M, R), aM E N}-

As in [7, 5.5], the principal right ideals of the regular ring Q(M, R) may be

identified as follows.

7.4. Lemma. If AE£(G), A is principal if and only if A = Q(N) for some
NE^V(M).

Proof. If NEyiV(A) and N' is a complement of IV, then N+N' = M. Let

e£C be defined as follows: ex=x, x£TV; eN' = 0. Then (eQ)M = N. UaMEN

for a£C, then ta = a and a£«e. Therefore Q(N) = eQ.

Conversely, if ^4=a6 for some a£C and N = aM, then TV£9ir(Hf) by

7.3. Clearly A = G(N), and the lemma is proved.

7.5. Theorem. The lattice 9H'(M) is isomorphic to the lattice 6>(Q) of prin-

cipal right ideals of <B(M, R) under the correspondence N—rG(N"), 7V£9TC'(/kf).

Proof. We shall prove that 9IT(M)=(P(e), which will prove our theorem

in view of 6.8. Evidently if ZC, IVesm* with KEN, then C(ZC)£e(lV). If
K^N and G(N)=aG, then aM = N and a£e(Z:); thus G(K)^G(N). On
the other hand, if a, BEG and aQEBQ, then <x = 8y tor some 7£6 and

aMEBM; also, otM^BM if aG^BQ. This proves 7.5.

The center of fUlv(M) may be identified as follows:

7.6. Theorem. If NESK"(M), N is in the center of 9H" if and only if
QNEN.

Proof. Assume that a£C and x£7V such that ax£7V. Since (ax)_1iV

££A(P), there exists .4££(P) such that (ax)A^0, (ax)Ar~\N = 0. Let N'

he a complement of N containing (ax)^4. Clearly (x—ax)AC\N = 0 and

(x — ax).4fW=0. Thus, since (x — ax).4 9^0, N has another complement TV"

containing (x—ax)^4. Consequently IV is not in the center of 9H"(ifZ).

Conversely, if TV is not in the center of 9TT(lii) and IV' is some complement

of TV, then N' will in turn have a complement TV"f*TV. Let e£C be defined by:

«x = x, x£TV"; ex = 0, x£lV'. Now each x£lVhas the form x=x'+x", x'EN',
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x"EN", and for some x£7V, x" E.N. Hence eN(£N. This proves 7.6.

7.7. Theorem. // the closure operation s is homogeneous and if {N{} is the

set of atoms in the center of 9TC"(Af), then

Q(M, R) Si E* e(^«. R)-
i

Proof. If N= U,- Ni, then NE'M so that each P-homomorphism of N into

M has a unique extension in Q(M, R). Since <BN,ENi for each i, QNEN and

C(Af, R)^G(N, R). Each a£e(7V, P) has the form a= E* «*' where a,

£C(A7'i, P). Thus e(N, R)S±2Zt e(2V,-, P) and the theorem is proved.

It is easily shown that each Q(Ni, R) of the theorem above is a primitive

ring with minimal right ideals. In case M = R+, Q(M, R) is known to be the

maximal right quotient ring of R [6, p. 895]. Thus, if 5 is homogeneous, P

has as maximal right quotient ring a full direct sum of primitive rings with

minimal right ideals.
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